
Gateway  to  the  Study  of
Politics  and  Christian
Civilization:  Self  Taught
Video Course

Course Description: A full semester’s worth of Politics and Christian
Civilization beginning with a philosophical account of politics and
the social question prevalent in the thought of Plato and Aristotle
and ending with a study of Jewish Law.

Questions  explored  include,  what  is  man  (anthropology-psychology),
what is human potential, how is it actualized (Ethics), what is the
best  type  of  government  (Politics)  and  how  are  ideas  discovered
in philosophy congruent with political ideas revealed by faith (Jewish
Law).

Course Includes the following E-Books at no extra charge:
“Integral  Methodology”  “Trinitarian  Humanism”  –  Plato’s
“Statesman” – Aristotle’s “Ethics” and “Politics” – “Writings
of Confucius’ – St. Augustine’s “City of God” – Eusebius’
“Ecclesiastical History” and Josephus’  renown “History of the
Jews”

VIEW COURSE SYLLABUS

Professor: Dr. David Marzak
Founder and Director of The Kolbe Foundation
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Goethe’s Faust
________________________________

According  to  the  Reformation  Theology  of  18th  century
Germany in which Goethe wrote his Legend of “Dr. Faust”,
 any sinner who makes a pact with the Devil will suffer the
“second death” and eternal damnation.

Goethe, the “enlightened humanitarian, disagreed with this
conception. For him Faust was not a presumptuous sensualist,
but  a  titanic  striver  after  truth,  a  representative  of
humanity’s noblest aspirations, and, whatever his sins and
errors might be, in the end he was to be saved” (Catholic
Encyclopedia).

________________________________

SAMPLE ONE OF OUR  “GREATEST BOOKS” FOR FREE

Herodotus
___________________________________________________________

“This  is  the  publication  of  the  research  of  Herodotus  of
Halicarnassus, so that the actions of people shall not fade
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with time, so that the great and admirable achievements of
both Greeks and barbarians shall not go unrenowned, and, among
other things, to set forth the reasons why they waged war on
each other.”

___________________________________________________________

SAMPLE ONE OF OUR  “GREATEST BOOKS” FOR FREE

Hilaire  Belloc’s  The  French
Revolution

Belloc  sets  down  the  political  theory  of  the
revolutionaries,  which  was  ”  sort  of  a  religious  creed
supplying the motive force of the whole business”. He treats
of  the  new  civil  code,  of  the  massacres,  panics  and
capitulations as of the ” quarrel between the Revolution and
the Catholic Church ,” which is turning in favor of the
latter.
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Hippocrates

The  Greatest  of  all  the  ancient  physicians.  Enjoy  the
history of medicine and the wisdom of the Ancients that
continues to this day in the form of the “Hippocratic Oath”
and the Medical Treatises of one of the world’s eminent
empirical observers of the human body, of its ailments,
cures, need for exercise, diet and a daily stroll, which he
considered the best of exercises:  “Walking is man’s best
medicine.”

Horsemanship ($700.00)
Learn  the  fundamentals  of  Classical  Horsemanship  from  the
ground  up.  Everything  you  need  to  know  from  grooming  and
general care, to the proper placement of a saddle, correct
fitting a bit and bridle. The course also instructs the rider
at the walk and trot.
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INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AMERICAN
FOUNDATIONS
Theopolitical Insight Necessary to UNDERSTAND THE NEWS

American Foundations ($21.99) 14.00

These Intelligence reports are highly documented and based on
primary documents and historical facts.  

Dr. Marzak is not basing his research conclusions on specious
attempts to articulate the “intent’ of the Framers  No one can
be sure of their intent but God and themselves.  This research
is therefore based on analysis of the facts – what in fact
they  wrote,  what  in  fact  they  said  and  did.   This  hard
evidence  is  reliable.  It  is  on  this  evidence  that  it  is
demonstrated that the American Constitution was engineered by
a small group of men who were intent on establishing a “New
Order  of  the  Ages”  in  direct  opposition  to  the  Order
established  by  Christ  and  in  direct  contradiction  of  the
Divine  Law  as  revealed  in  both  the  Old  Testament  New
Testaments.

 

Jacques Maritain
There  can  be  no  Christian  renewal  without  mastery  of  the
question,  What  is  Man?   This  is  the  essential  question
brilliantly  examined  in  this  book  along  with  the  role  of
beauty in the on-going development of man. Man, a being made
to the image of God the “Creator”, is divinized through “co-
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creativity”,  which  is  a  unique  participation  in  goodness,
truth  and  beauty  having  both  ontological  and  political
ramifications for human actualization as a member of the Body
of Christ.

________________________________

SAMPLE ONE OF OUR  “GREATEST BOOKS” FOR FREE

Kings David and Solomon
___________________________________________________________

The Psalms of King David and The Song of Songs composed by his
son, Solomon

Mystical Poetry at its Finest!

SAMPLE ONE OF OUR EXQUISITE “GREATEST BOOKS”
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__________________________________________________________
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